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PRIVATE SECURITY SERVICES LTD

About Us
Welcome to my Business by the name of Secure Home Systems.

Let me start by Introducing myself My name is Lyndsey Powell 
and I am very proud of being the Director of the Company, 
I am also very delighted to announce I have a fully qualified 
Electrician and Alarms Engineer with over 20+ Years experience  
within the Company.

SHS is founded on the back of 35 years plus combined industry 
experience.

After being in the Security Industry for over 17 years we have 
decided to venture out into a whole new world of Technology, 
we only use the very latest technology and the most up to date 
equipment as we strive to be the very best.

Working closely with the Ministry of Defence Installing, 
Monitoring, and maintaining the weaponry stores and 
ammunition bunkers, along side some 2000 private homes.

Over the recent years in Cyprus crime has dramatically 
increased and continues to do so Security is priority and with 
our latest monitored response units and our award-winning 
central station there to protect you and your home you are 
most definitely in very safe hands as we believe prevention is 
better than cure.

SHS has put all their research and years of experience to adapt 
to the way the future is changing in technology to make sure 
you have a smarter home.

We have introduced new technical knowledge and different 
products and services to enable and to provide the best level of 
service.

We will work with you to develop and design a package 
whatever that may be that fits and works around your home, 
budget and lifestyle. All installation that is carried out is to the 
very highest of standards, we also offer a like for like service 
and we will not be beaten on price.

If you would like to see what products and services,  
we provide all information can be found on our website at  
www.shscyprus.com or if you would simply like to chat and 
arrange a no obligation appointment please do not hesitate to 
contact us on 26652334 we are more than happy to help.

We will strive to be the best and hopefully turn your home into 
a smarter future.

Using the very latest equipment enables us to connect your 
systems to our fully accredited NSI Gold Central Monitoring 
Station which provides total piece of mind for you the End 
User. Please see our Monitoring Section for further detailed 
information.
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Can I control my devices from abroad?
Sure, any smart devices installed from light 
switches to electric curtains can be controlled 
from anywhere in the world.

Do I need internet?
Yes, you need broadband in your property for the 
devices to work this can be from any devices and 
we would be more than happy to arrange this for 
you with one of our suppliers.

How do I control these devices?
From any smart phone or tablet no matter how 
old, android or apple.

Will my doorbell call my phone if I am  
not in Cyprus?
Yes, as long as you have data on your phone or 
an internet connection.

What is Alarm Monitoring
Alarm Monitoring is the link between your 
property and an Alarm Receiving centre that is 
permanently manned. Any activation weather a 
simple power cut to a confirmed Intruder Signal 
all is being acted accordingly. Unlick basic alarms 
that just sound outside a monitored system gives 
a guaranteed response.

What happens if my property loses power?
If your property were to lose power your 
monitored response system will not turn off and 
leave you in a venerable situation.

Your alarm system has a backup battery system 
that will last a minimum of 8 hours so your system 
will continue to work and protect you normally. 
However, the central station will inform you that 
the property has lost power within 30 mins.

What happens if I set my Alarm off by mistake?
Not a problem one of the 50 plus staff in our 
control room will call you to assess and request 
security information and help you reset the 
system.
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Frequently asked  
Questions

Smart Home  
Devices

Alarms

Can I view my home of business from  
outside Cyprus?
You can not only live view, but you can play your 
systems back on your smart phone or tablet at 
any time.

Will my cameras work at night?
All our system work at night with the Hikvision 
dark fighter these systems even remain in colour 
at night.

CCTV

What if my Wi-Fi signal is weak in my home  
for any of the systems?
We can install Wi-Fi booster or routers 
throughout your home to expand the  
range.

General
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What is an Alexa

These devices come in 2 styles, 1 being audio 
only or Alexa show with a screen as seen 
above. These devices allow voice control 
of any integrated products. Connection to 
any worldwide Radio station and streaming 
of any music, Alexa holds over 70 Million 
songs. Should you require simplicity of Alarm 
clocks, timers ie for cooking or just general 
knowledge.  
Alexa is also a fully integrated Encyclopaedia.

It may just be a simple weather update you 
require, Alexa has all the answers. 

Smart Homes Alexa & 
Voice Control

Smart Homes Lighting Switches and Control
Control your TCP Smart lighting products by just using your WiFi. 
Create the perfect lighting scene in any room with your voice using 
Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant or simply use the TCP Smart App 
from anywhere in the world.

Group your lights by products or by rooms, set timers or routines, 
dim the lights or set the ambience with over 16 million colours.

Smart light Switches can be added to any existing lighting switch. 
Take control of your lounge, kitchen or even you pool lights from 
a simple app on your 
phone or tablet. 

Away from home and 
want to shed a little light 
on the subject. Simply 
set a timer or press a 
button.
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Want to turn your hot water on, that’s simple.

On your way home and want to boil the kettle that’s easy, use 
your smart plug via the app.

From a simple floor lamp to a heater, the app gives you full 
control of anything you desire.

Open and close automated gates with ease. Never worry if you 
have forgotten to turn items off, this is a thing of the past from 
irons to TV’s any item in your home can be made smart.

Let SHS smart homes push you and your property into the future.

Smart Homes Sockets  
& Plugs

Smart Homes Ring Video Doorbells

Video Doorbells are a way 
of modern life. These items 
allow you answer to callers 
from anywhere in the world. 
An added benefit is the fact 
they alert when motion is 
activated. These units also 
record all footage to the 
cloud for future viewing.
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Risco group are the leading manufacturer  
of smart security systems. Having worked with some 
15 manufacturers over the years it has proven clear 
that not only are the products reliable and robust 
but themselves strive to be the market leaders. The 
functionality and ease of use push Risco to the front 
foot of the market.

Smart alarm systems allow full control anywhere in the 
world. Want to let a cleaner in, no problem unset the 
system from your phone or tablet.

Smart Security Systems are here to protect your home 
or business night or day. Not only are the systems Pet 
friendly but are completely wireless so no interruption 
to your décor or wires running everywhere.

Smart Advanced Monitored 
Alarm Systems

Smart Advanced Monitored Alarm Systems Equipment 

Protecting over

Worldwide
20 million homes

WiComm Pro-Smart  
Wireless Security

Control your system remotely  
with the iRISCO App

Enjoy full control of your security, safety, and Smart 
Home features directly from a single intuitive app, from 
any location as you go about your day. The iRISCO 
smartphone app provides you with convenient control 
on the go for total life management.
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eyeWAVE™ Wireless PIR  
Camera Detector

The eyeWAVE™ Wireless PIR Camera 
Detector is a battery powered PIR 
detector that includes an integrated 
camera for visual verification and 
is compatible with the Agility™ 3 
security system.

Upon an intrusion event, or by 
homeowner demand, the camera 

captures and transmits a sequence of images to the 
control panel that is then transmitted via GPRS or IP 
communication to a remote server or to the central 
monitoring station software.

The images are sent to the homeowner who can view 
them on a Smartphone using the iRISCO App and/or on 
the web at www.riscocloud.com The visual verification 
feature enables self-monitoring and also reduces the 
number of false alarms, increasing peace of mind for 
the homeowner and saving time and resources for the 
central monitoring station. All images are stored on the 
RISCO Cloud server for future analysis if required.

Wireless Piccolo Pet  
Friendly PIR

The very latest Motion sensor is The 
Piccolo PIR is a small and stylish motion 
detector for residential use. The 
innovative and clean design is ideal for 
end users, looking for a contemporary 
look and feel in their premises. 

The Wireless Shock and Contact 
Detector combine both a shock 
detector and a door/ window contact 
detector in a single casing for 
internal use. The detector employs 
an advanced digital microprocessor 
to analyze the vibration signal 

received from the piezo electric sensor. Also includes 
a reed switch for protection against opening door 
and windows, and against any attempt to tamper the 
detector using large magnets.

The detector incorporates an advanced shock detector 
and a door/window contact on two separate wireless 
zones. Why settle for a basic door contact that does not 
detect the removal or breaking of glass. 

Wireless Shock and  
Contact Detector

Available now, RISCO Group’s 
Wireless Smoke and Heat 
Detector combines two advanced 
technologies within a compact 
and streamlined design, the ideal 
choice for homeowners seeking the 

highest safety standards.

The Smoke and Heat Detector offers a more sensitive 
and dependable product for early detection of fire 
hazards in different environments with a reduced risk of 
false alarms.

Wireless Smoke and 
Heat Detector

Wireless Wristband Panic  
Transmitter

The Wireless Wristband Panic 
Transmitter is a water-resistant 
wristband, designed to be worn like a 
wristwatch or as a pendant. The panic 
transmitter can be used for personal 
emergency situations to signal a panic alarm in the event of distress when the victim is unable to 
reach another communication device. Ideal for the elderly or disabled- provides peace of mind to 

both the wearer Live alone, of a good age or just feel Vulnerable or simple health issues.. and their families.  

The wrist band panic will connect you straight to our control room and will be able to talk to you wirelessly and get the 
help you need. At the simple press of a button, we are on hand 24-7 365 days a year. The wrist band panic will also 
work outside the property to approximately 50 meters.
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Panda 2-Way 
Keyfob

The new Panda 2-Way 
Keyfob is RISCO Group’s 
latest, wireless keyfob, with 
a contemporary, compact 
and streamlined design. This 
keyfob is particularly easy to 
configure and operate and 
is compatible with all RISCO 
Group hybrid and wireless 

intrusion systems.

Panda 2-Way wireless Keyfob indicates an 
acknowledgement status from the panel upon each 
command via the LED. Going out or simply to bed the 
keyfob enables simplicity when setting and unsetting 
your system from the simple press of a button.

RISCO Group’s stylish two-way wireless 
rectangular external sounder, RWS53 
is designed to extend the signaling 
capabilities of the security system outside 
the protected area in any outdoor 

environment. Being fully battery operated and wireless, 
the external wireless sounder offers an easy and flexible 
solution for quick installation.

The sounder includes a pre-alarm feature that begins 
at entry delay countdown and sends an alarm if 
RISCO Group’s wireless systems are vandalized during 
entry delay. In this scenario, the siren will activate 
independently of the control panel.

The sounder also provides squawk notifications when 
the system is armed or disarmed, including a special 
4 squawk notification that indicates that the alarm has 
been triggered which could signify a break-in.

External Wireless Sounder  
(Rectangular Design)

Beyond DT Wireless Outdoor  
Detector with Camera

Beyond offers one of a kind combination of dual technology and integrated camera, providing 
crystal clear visual verification capability via the iRISCO smartphone app., web interface or 
monitoring station. These new features are combined with RISCO’s unique detection technologies 
of Sway Recognition™ and Digital Correlation™ which drastically reduce false alarms in outdoor 
environments and Provide an ultimate outdoor detection solution.

External Detection
Why wait for a criminal to enter your home for the systems to activate. Here at SHS in connection with Risco now install 
full perimeter protection. This enabling the external to set as an independent Alarm System. Should anyone enter the 
protected area the alarm will activate and inform the Alarm receiving centre of the presence of potential intruders. 
Well before they gain access to your home. Averting 99% of actual entry saving possessions but more importantly 
the violation feeling that becomes hard to live with. Not only are the external detection systems wireless but also as 
addition can have built in cameras that send still images to  the Alarm Receiving Centre and your phone when the 
system activates
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A Monitored Alarm is the best way to protect your Assets.  Assets do not always 
have to be physical products they can be data Intellectual property too.

A monitored alarm minimises the impact of theft by cutting the time the thieves 
have as the alarm acts as a deterrent and provides you with peace of mind.

Your Alarm will be monitored 24hrs a day 7 days a week by our trained alarm 
receiving centre operatives. They are there to assess the situation and decide on 
the most appropriate response.

You might think the benefits of alarm monitoring does not outweigh the cost in 
actual fact monitoring is a vital part of any security and health and safety.

What is Monitoring & What Are 
the Benefits

Strategy benefits of alarm 
monitoring:

• Guaranteed Response
• Peace of mind
• Reduces false alarm 

activations.
• Protects assets.
Every minute counts in a genuine 
activation which is where 
monitored alarms really pays 
dividends.

A third of homeowners ignore a 
ringing basic bell alarm with our 
Monitored alarms it guarantees 
you the response you require 
you do not have to depend on 
a neighbour or a passer by to 
act on your behalf. Relying on a 
neighbour or friend is also putting 
their selves at risk in the true event 
of confrontational situation.

Monitoring identifies issues in the 
property well before the owners 
do, this could be a power cut 
leading to saving of food in the 
freezer or for long periods of time 
a green pool with no filtration. If 
your property is unoccupied for 
lengthy periods of time these 
simple added benefits could 
potentially be importance.

If like us, you understand the importance and benefits of having a monitored 
alarm please do not hesitate to contact us.
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If you want to improve  
your home security, installing  
high security locks is a sensible place  
to start.  It will strengthen your first line of  
defence and make it more difficult for anyone  
to break into your property.

The majority of doors in Cyprus are fitted with standard 
cylinder locks, but armed with a hammer or screwdriver 
and no necessary expertise, a burglar can break this type 
of lock in under 3 minutes.  Once they have snapped the 
cylinder the rest of the lock becomes vulnerable and in very 
little time they will have gained unauthorised access to your 
property and the belongings therein. 

Standard euro cylinder locks can be directly replaced by 
anti snap locks very quickly by SHS.  If anyone should 
attempt to snap the lock it will only break at the anti-snap 
line, leaving the rest of the locking mechanism intact and 
thus protecting you against forced entry

You might have several locking points or even deadbolts  
         fitted to your door, but the main lock cylinder is the 
                      weakest point and once this is compromised 
                                   your other attempts at home security 
                                             may be futile

High Security Door &  
Window Locks

Digital IP CCTV Systems

Hik Vision is the world leader in CCTV and we are proud 
to be the supplier and Installer of there products. 

CCTV has become a part of daily life. Not only a 
deterrent but ideal for many applications. Our CCTV 
system are of the very highest quality using future proof 
IP digital equipment.

Hik Vision is the world 
leader in CCTV and we 
are proud to be the 
supplier and Installer 
of there products. 

Here in Cyprus, it tends to 
normality for criminals to turn 
the power off to properties 
before they gain entry. With 
our UPS power supply units, 
the system will continue to 
work as normal for up to 8 
hours.



Electrical Works

Shs Carry out all types of electrical works  
domestic and commercial including but  
not limited to:

• New installations

• Alterations

• Additional lighting

• Additional Sockets

• Timers 

• Heaters and Water heaters

• External Sockets

• Replacement switches of all  
 types designs and colours.

• 24/7 Emergency Callouts and  
 Fault finding

• Pool & hot Tub Supplies



Services that we Provide

AMAZON ALEXA AND VOICE CONTROL

SMART LIGHTING CONTROL

SMART PLUG AND HEATING CONTROLS

WIFI AIRCON CONTROL

RING VIDEO DOORBELLS

ALARM AND CCTV 24/7 MONITORING 
SERVICES

VIA AN AWARD-WINNING NACCOSS 
GOLD CENTRAL PERMINATLY MANNED 

MONITORING STATION

SMART INTRUDER ALARM SYSTEMS

DIGITAL IP CCTV SYSTEMS

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS,  
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS


